
#LensLeg 

Thirty Days that started to change the farm safety culture at Hammonds End Farm 

Day Action Time 
Requirement 

Cost incurred Result 

1 We improved the handbrake on our Manitou telescopic handler. For too many years the 
handbrake has been less than totally effective when parked on slopes so a long overdue 
repair was required. Adjustment carried out totally in house by our own staff. 

35 minutes £0 A good working 
handbrake 

2 One of the big challenges on farms is the issue of people working alone. Today we I 
bought the cheapest possible mobile phone and a £5 pay as you go SIM card. It’s all 
working and is stored in the farm workshop. Anyone who is working alone on the farm and 
doesn’t have a phone (or has very low battery) can take the PAYG phone with them and 
stay in touch in case of an accident. At Hammonds End we are very lucky to have good 
phone signal so I know this won’t work for all. 

10 Minutes £25 No reason for anyone to 
be working alone without 
a working mobile phone 

3 One of the joys of farming is that our workplace is often also our home. I have found 
memories of my childhood around the farm and want my kids to have the same. However, 
it is also vital that they realise farms are not playgrounds. Therefore, today I sat down with 
my 4 and 8-year old’s and we watched a farm safety video together. It’s a lot less scary 
than the ones I remember watching as a kid but it’s very effective especially when 
combined with a conversation afterwards to discuss the dangers on our own farm 

45 minutes £0 Starting to see a change 
in how the boys view farm 
safety 

4 Today we through away an old broken ladder. Not to challenging to do but why hadn’t we 
done in years ago. We had always left it in the grain store and it was far easier to use it 
than walked two minutes to get a good one from the workshop. Two people have had near 
misses on it to my knowledge yet we kept it. Now in a skip. Very simple from now on "if it 
isn’t safe we don’t do it" 

2 minutes £2 (Proportion 
of skip hire) 

Nobody can possible 
climb this ladder again 



5 A fellow farmer posted something a few days ago about putting some signs inside tractors 
to remind drivers to put the handbrake on and turn the engine off before getting out of the 
cab. I produced some stickers that have now been put in all our vehicles to remind all our 
drivers. Not an easy habit to break but we are working on it. 

30 minutes £3 (Blank 
labels and ink) 

A gentle reminder every 
time you get out the cab 
to turn the engine off and 
put the handbrake on 

6 Today we introduced the concept of 'Safety Moments'. At the start of the day grab five 
minutes and ask someone to talk about an interesting aspect / anecdote / story / lesson 
about safety. It gets everyone engaged in the issue and allows everyone to take 
ownership of it. It also normalises discussions about safety. As it happens I have also 
introduced this at the start of meetings I do. Recently I chaired a Food Standards Agency 
meeting and agenda item 1 was to ask one of the participates to share a 'safety moment' 
with the meeting. Learnt something that will appear in future #LensLeg days 

5 minutes 
per day 
 

£0 Gets everyone talking 
about and thinking about 
safety 

7 
We use quite a lot of pallets on the farm and they are all stored in the Dutch Barn. 
Forever we have 'chucked them down the barn' and almost unconsciously created a very 
dangerous structure. Today we took some time to (a) tidy up the pallets and (b) remind 
ourselves to keep them neat, tidy and safe in future. 

50 mins £0 Never again will pallets 
be stored in an unsafe 
manner 

8 
A friend published the following phrase online: 
"If you think safety is expensive try an accident".  
I thought it was a great reminder to everyone about the importance of safety so I printed 
a few copies and put them on the workshop and office doors and saved it as my 
screensaver. 
 

10 mins 50p Every time we walk 
through the office or 
workshop door or turn on 
the laptop we are 
reminded of this phrase. 
Keeps safety messages at 
the forefront of our 
minds 

9 
Following Day 7's safety moment I learnt about how dock workers use a buddy system 
when working alone. If you are working alone make contact (text, phone or radio) with a 
'buddy' every hour. If your buddy doesn’t hear from you on time they go and look for 
you. Really simple idea this one and very effective. 
 

10 mins to 
explain the 
system 

£0 Reassurance people are 
safe when working alone 
and in the event of an 
accident people are 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/lensleg?source=feed_text&story_id=132612634001567


discovered much quicker 
than previously 

10 
When in the middle of a farm or at some point a long distance from the farmhouse or 
farmyard postcodes are useless for reporting accidents. I have produced some little cards 
that all our staff have and they can also be found in every vehicle. Laminated and cable 
tied to an obvious place in the cab the cards continue grid reference numbers for various 
key points on the farm. Emergency services are very happy to take down grid references 
not just postcodes. This is one of those changes you hope you never need.  
 

1 hour £4.50 
(predominately 
for self-
laminating 
pouches) 

Location of anywhere on 
the farm can be relayed 
to the emergency 
services far more 
accurately in future 

11 
We are very lucky to have decent handwashing and toilet facilities on our farm but 
hygiene is important and as such I have now made sure there is a ready stock of 
antibacterial gel available in both the workshop and toilet. 
 

35 mins £8 No excuse for not 
cleaning hands after 
working in dirty 
environments 

12 
Silage clamps can be dangerous places. Today I received a great safety poster from Will 
Wilson which can also include our emergency contacts. Great that agribusiness is 
producing these sorts of materials for farmers to use. We just need to see more of them. 
 

20 minutes 
to fill in and 
erect sign 

£0 A regular reminder to all 
about silage clamp safety 
and easy access to 
emergency contact 
details if required 

13 
Another improvement today borrowed from another industry. I believe many industries 
used a 'Near Miss System'. Everyone on farm is able to report (without any sort of 
judgement) something they see as a 'near miss'. We then discuss it and identify any 
actions required.  
 

Varies but 
normally no 
more than 
15 mins per 
week 

£22 for a 
second hand 
white board 

Learn from what we see 
and share ideas. 
Fundamental to 
influencing culture 
change. 

14 
Today we received some ‘Safe Stop’ stickers from the National Farmers Union which are 
far more professional than the ones I made on Day 5. These should be given to everyone 
in the industry as a reminder about 'safe-stop' 

10 mins £0 A more professional 
message to remind 
people about turning off 



engines and applying 
handbrakes before 
leaving machines 

15 
For years I have hated wearing dust masks. Sweaty, itchy horrible things. This is despite 
my grandfather dying from farmers lung about thirty years ago. I must say I hadn’t 
realised that the current generation of masks are so much more comfortable and 
effective and as such I now insist on dust masks being warn in dusty environments. No 
macho excuses anymore. Its only when you see what’s left on the outside of the mask 
rather than the inside of the lungs that you realise... how wrong you have been on these 
years. 

Zero £1 each Massive improvement in 
reducing dust inside 
lungs. If we all wear then 
nobody looks 'wimpy'!!! 

16 
A massive day today as we have invested in an AED Defibrillator. This is not a cheap piece 
of equipment at around £1000 but it has potential for being a genuine life saver. The 
farm itself put £400 into the pot and we then 'crowd funded' the rest from farm tenants 
and regular visitors. 

1 hour to 
assess 
different 
types and 
get funding 
together 

£400 Genuine potential life 
saver for anyone who has 
a heart attack in the 
vicinity of the farm. 

17 
I have encouraged everyone to watch this video 
(https://www.youtube.com/embed/XPZv_8dABfU) which highlights the need to know 
about using 112 on a mobile phone in an emergency situation. Something we should 
have all know but don’t. 
 

8 mins £0 Massively improvement 
awareness of 112 which 
could be invaluable in an 
emergency 

18 
Years ago we invested in quite a few safety signs around the farm but like many people 
with time weeds grow around them, they get dirty and basically you can’t read them and 
they become ineffective. Today we spent some time around the farm yard cleaning and 
tidying up these signs so they do have a useful purpose. 

1 Hour £0 Signs that are useful and 
have a purpose can be 
seen, read and therefore 
have attention paid to 
them 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fembed%2FXPZv_8dABfU&h=ATPtSYf_VwQdY2TAxAEm_jQuewfwNdEtqB2ejoKei_YO5X30PG7JCUhEz9xLwGfEaDLOpcx-8XlJ6YQywsZcmbnoxi1_vVsOpi1AOIvcvseGx2x5HAdXp4jUPnyOfzUc6ZVwkVn0lKI-wizy0s8HFPEeVvvWycztZhcZR0ySPSsqQSc6Uw3XT-zT_bgvKaP1QWFFtuBj7HZSrnK70HP0qzgIyKHuo8Bhd53yNRzwVE990A8CdnttRwoeCHwhOyH_-2wE4VxDZ6NiMiobW2FegEhVq92-nPUWHV_E4TU


19 
After a tip off from a farming colleague I saw that St Johns Ambulance have an excellent 
phone app on first aid etc. Very simple to download and use and free of charge. Should 
be mandatory on all farm smart phones. 

3 mins £0 A simple issue to use first 
aid assistance in 
everyone’s pocket. 

20 
There are occasions when we create dangerous situations which present a risk to other 
people. For example, today I have had to remove the safety bars from the grain pit so I 
can clean out the grain store. Therefore, today I bought a large roll of red and white 
warning tape to make others aware of the danger and hopefully prevent them from 
entering unsafe areas. Found it extremely useful in sending a message to others about 
danger awareness. 

5 mins £18 Everyone should be 
aware of dangerous 
situations and not enter 
unsafe areas. 

21 
Telehandlers are often working near other people. Visibility if important so we invested 
in a new flashing beacon for our Manitou today. 30mins to fit £35 Other people around the 

farmyard are able to see 
the Manitou better 
especially in buildings 
and in the evenings / 
nights 

22 
A bit like dust masks I have always had an aversion to ear defenders. Time to put a stop 
to that and insist in future we all wear ear protection in noisy situations 
Time required: to buy a bulk lot of ear plugs. 

10 minutes £3.50 Farm staff protected 
from noise 

23 
For a number of years, we have ignored, worked around or coped with a malfunctioning 
off switch on the main grain unloading auger. It’s not a difficult change to make but we 
just lived in the can’t be bothered to change it world. It was changed today and now we 
can turn the machine off and on in a far more, efficient, effective, and safe manner. 

1hr 30 mins £80 If we need to kill power 
to the auger quickly it is 
far easier to do. 

24 
We rarely need to take a trailer on the road but when we do we are always frustrated 
because the trailer lights don’t work or someone has mislaid the tailboard or some other 
excuse. Today we invested in a new set of magnetic mobile trailer lights which can fit any 
vehicle on the farm. It’s another of those "I know we should have already had them" 
situations. 

5 mins £65 Every time we go on the 
road in future we will 
always have perfect 
working trailer lights 



25 
Today I bought a range of high vis vests with the aim being to insist all visitors / reps etc 
wear them when on farm. After consultation, we have decided to extend it also to farm 
staff, family etc and it has made a massive difference to how we think about safety. 
Wearing a high vis just seems to make you more aware of safety and makes everyone 
more visible to each other. Never imagined this day would come but delighted with the 
results. 

10 mins £2 - 4 each A massive change in 
attitude to PPE and 
massively improved 
viability. If you’re a rep 
not prepared to wear one 
on sight don’t ever 
expect to make a sale 
here. 

26 
An idea borrowed from an old factory friend. Always reverse park your car / van when 
arriving. You are more alert at the start of the day and if you end up being in a rush to 
leave you are facing forward and not reversing when viability if poorer. 
 

1 min £0 Hopefully a lot less near 
missed when vehicle 
reserve out and 'don’t 
see things' 

27 
At harvest time we could all be accused of not drinking enough water. Today I bought 24 
bottles of water and stored them in the farm freezer. No excuse for anyone going out in 
the sunshine without something to help hydrate them. 

10 mins £12 Everyone can stay 
hydrated in the sunshine 

28 
Decided it was time to invest in a few new safety signs. Some long overdue, some not 
needed until now. So many available there are no excuses for not having them. 1hr £35 Improvement awareness 

of dangers, rules and 
safety equipment 

29 
An unbelievable day. Through a friend i got myself a place on the Thames Tideway safety 
course (EPIC) which everyone on site must attend. It doesn’t matter if you're the MD, 
investor, delivery driver of tunnelling machine operator everyone must do it. It was the 
most incredible training course I have ever seen and shows a business which is clearly at 
the forefront of safety. You live though a real life (acted out) accident. I am not sure I will 
ever forget being grilled by the HSE interviewer about what I had seen and was aware of. 
At the moment this is the sort of course our industry should be (a) very envious of and (b 
looking to emulate. Please watch the video shown in the link below 
 

7 hours A very good 
friend and a 
train ticket 

A mixture of excitement 
about what we could do 
and fear about how far 
we are behind other 
industries 



http://activetrainingteam.co.uk/…/a-day-in-the-death-of-mic…  

 

30 
The last day in my 30-day challenge but not the last changes we make this will go on for a 
long time and I am delighted we are starting to see a culture change in our business. 
Today we did two things: 
 
1. We implemented a new visitor protocol. Park in a specific place, sign in and don’t go 
anywhere without permission. 
 
2. A great initiative from one of the team. Every time you move a vehicle 'hoot the horn'. 
Easy, cheap and makes everyone aware a vehicle is about to move. My guy stole the idea 
from a colleague who works on the railway. 

10 mins  

 

 

Seconds 

£30 

 

 

£0 

Stopping the casual 
approach to visitors 
parking where they like 
and wondering around 
the farm unnoticed.  

No vehicle moves 
without people being 
more aware than before 

 

 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Factivetrainingteam.co.uk%2Fprojects%2Fa-day-in-the-death-of-michael-clark&h=ATOMJiwFAkdb1vwRQct9aCxYdIoQ25jUxz6ury8BIPbKKiR56BGtCqWip9btbaF4Uw2HpKFS9mHdOXrC3n4kVYj30btgEMmf60QFhR2_0Ch40B1v9f5La4nkxd1ajtJS7DPubwkxoxeyBCVb0c9vYyW_iYvC6Dl54hGZdOUjw8yJ4qZsGsenYeEmB-AIDAGzk8pXcEEDVufRCz9JekblGV_tfrApGo1cSKbZvsPF4O6Ba1HF7EA2jYA0J2hhY-Gu5De_MEoPuxMai1tNXu3JxW13jcq8j90WGOtLHec

